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sometimes seated on a bull, sometimes on a dog; has
hideous partner Durga, with her eight arms and her
ferocious look, indicating her delight in blood; Hanuman,
the monkey-god, with his huge tail; Krishna engaged in ,
his gambols;  Ganesh,  the god of wisdom,  with his
elephant head and protuberant belly; and many others
beside.    Everything  you see is wild,  grotesque, un-
natural, forbidding, utterly wanting in verisimilitude and
refinement, with nothing to purify and raise the people,
with everything fitted to pervert their taste and lower
their character; and yet, I must add, with everything to
give a faithful representation of the mythology prepared
by their religious leaders.   The pundits who wrote the
sacred books of the Hindus were men of great talent,
• of abundant leisure; and it is a marvel to me, of which I
can give no explanation, how they spent their days in
spinning the wildest legends, and in setting forth their
gods as performing the most fantastic, capricious, foolish,
and wicked deeds, when they had a clear canvas before
.them, and might have rilled it with something worthy of
our nature, and worthy of objects to be worshipped.
Aurungzeb's mosque has two lofty' minarets> rising
about a hundred and fifty feet above its. floor, and t^jus
having from the river an elevation of two hundred and
fifty feet. From a boat on the river the visitor has the
nearest and most impressive view of the. city, with its
peculiarities as the high place of Hindu worship. If he
proceed to the top of one of the minarets, which is
reached by a steep, dark spiral stair, he will have a most
commanding and extensive view of the city, the river,
and the country for many miles around. He will'see
th$t while the streets in the centre of the city are long
and narrow, and have very lofty houses, beyond these the

